
GLOBALIZATION IN RUSSIA

The failure of Russia's experiment with sovereign globalization encourages pessimism about Russia's prospects but
optimism about.

It is necessary to consider the relationship between globalization and economic transformation as well as to
look at the relationship between economic transformation and regional change. What they both had in
common was 1 contact with the West and 2 loss of status in the course of reform; these are necessary compo-
nents for the emergence of an anti-Western sentiment. The alienation it produces among Russians is felt right
at the entrance to the U. For instance, even though Russians do not perceive Chechnya as a real Russian
territory, they fight to keep it within Russia's boundaries. Yet it only increased Mr. A similar process is taking
place in modern Russia. Since the Kosovo crisis, it has spread to more than half of the Russian population.
These actions have in turn hampered the emergence of a new economic geography. The resentment of
intelligentsia, combined with frustration of politicians, spilt over to mass media. The process of globalization
impacts the processes of change on the local and regional scale. The current anti-Western tide in Russian
public opinion coincides with the formative period in the Russian na- tional identity. Equally important, he
successfully competed with other heavyweight politicians in the nationalist field. Ponarin European University
at St. The problem of territorial institutionalization of ethnicity often inter- acts with passport
institutionalization of ethnicity. Lipset, S. Patterns of foreign investment reflect a strong natural resource
orientation in sparsely populated regions of Russia such as the north and far east. The "transition economies"
have been encouraged to open their crisis-ridden economies to international trade and attract foreign
investment. Today, how- ever, technologies of mass communication present a more favorable envi- ronment
for a spread of nationalist ideas among an impoverished, but generally well-educated, Russian population. The
German elite fed its resent- ment against the French to common people. Yet the overwhelming success of
Zhirinovsky's party in December highlighted the power of nationalist sentiment. Federalism Another problem
that contributes to and shapes the emerging Rus- sian nationalism is the legacy left to post-Soviet Russia by
Soviet federal- ism. In addition, the devaluation of the ruble has actually been beneficial for Russia as import
substitution revived domestic producers and encouraged foreign investors to produce locally. While this is a
special case, many other migrant Russians share less intense but still unpleasant experiences associated with
their status reversal in the newly independent states. The early stages of the war made the impression of a
revitalized Russian army and government.


